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Update: February 2016

UPDATED SPF REPORTS POSTED FOR FEBRUARY!
Additional resources and support now available.
PLEASE READ

Your Feedback Matters!
Updated SPF Reports!

We have corrected some errors, and revised some metrics that has resulted in an Updated SPF v1.0 Report 2.6.16.
UPDATED SPF 1.0 Reports 2.6.16

THIS REPLACES YOUR PREVIOUS SPF REPORTS!

What's New?

We have corrected All Survey Participation Rates
* Previous reports inadvertently did not calculate the correct rates of participation - therefore schools will see more accurate participation rates listed.

We have adjusted STUDENT survey results for Culture & Climate and SEL Surveys to only represent the required grade levels for 2014-15 (Grades 5, 7, 9, & 11)
* This means if schools had grades other than 5, 7, 9, and 11 participate in 2014-15, only the results from the above grades are included in the SPF - therefore, some schools will see a slight increase or decrease in Survey performance results for this indicator based on the results of the specified grade levels.

NOTE: for 2015-16 ALL students in grades 5-12 will be surveyed.

"N" Reports have also been UPDATED to reflect slight changes in tiering and performance results.
NOTE: In the SPF "N" Report - instead of the Performance for each indicator group, you will find the number of the sample size included in that indicator.

**Improvements & Updates**

**Translated Guides!**

**Translated 1-Pager Guides** to the SPF.

We now have these 1-Pager Guides in the following languages:

- Arabic
- Chinese
- English
- Spanish
- Vietnamese
SPF Support Sessions

Sessions for school leaders and leadership team members have been scheduled the past three weeks with very limited participation.

How can we best support your roll-out of the SPF in your school community?

CONTACT US HERE WITH SUGGESTED SUPPORTS

FEEDBACK
Looking to improve your SEL data results?
Don't forget to check out your student responses to Culture / Climate and SEL survey questions.

CA HEALTHY KIDS SURVEY DASHBOARDS

Find the SPF survey questions listed on pages #41 and #45 of the SPF Guidebook.

SPECIAL THANK YOU TO OUR SPF LEAD LEARNERS!

Special appreciation to the following leaders who opened up their SEL competency of Self-Awareness and guided discussion of how we are rolling out the SPF in our school communities:
Thank you Allison, Anita, Chelsea, Cliff, Kathleen, Misha, Monica, Nima,
and Peter!

Kudos!

The SPF is an Axe Sharpener...

Abraham Lincoln
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